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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

The concept of Indian agriculture as a 'way

of life' has undergone a profound change in the recent

years., Indeed, during the last decade, it has passed

from the phase of subsistence farming to a progressive

and modern one, This change 1s the result of many

factors - interrelated and interacting in which agriculture

information communication has been playing an important role.

Modernization of India lies in the development

of her hundreds of millions of rural people whose chief

means of livelihood Es,directly or indirectly,K agriculture.

Any amount of efforts made to develop these teaming

millions, is worthwhile. But, the success of national
programiunes for agricultural transformation, depends

mainly upon the quick dissemination of farm innovations

in an intelligent and compatible manner, among the farmers,
Small number of highly successful individuals, or small  



areas of fast economic growth, will not remove the

paverty and backwardness of the country as a whole, until

the large masses of our country are enabled to participate

offectively in the national effort towards progress,

and alco share an equitable proportion of the‘fruits

of such progress. This is essential to motivate the

farmers to take a decision either to adopt a new

innovation, or to reject a traditional practice.

There is a need for a credible medium of

communication which is effective not only in drawving

attention and creating awsreness, but also in developing

interest through wall'planned messages, treated and prescnted

in a variety of ways. The present study, therefove,

is an attempt to measure the communication credibility

of some selected sources of information, commonly

used in the undewrdeveloped arcas"

~in regerd to the lnowledgc about the luproved

‘ farm technology. Also, keeping in view the relationship

between some personal and social characteristics of the

farmers, as age, education, land holding and social

participation, which effect the level of information -

gain of the farmers, have been congiderved in this‘study.

1.1 Objectivesof the Study

The following were the spaciflc objectives

of the study.  



 

1 To determine the extent to which knowledge

regarding the package of practices of major

crops is being disseminated by selected

sources of information in their adoption.

2 To assess-the credibility of selected

sources of information commonly used to

disseminate ferm information.

3 To deternine the relationship betweesn soune

personal characteristics of the farmers and

the level of infomrmation gsined.

1.2 significance of the Study

The findings of the study will be nelpful

to understend the preferences of the farumers for

particular information sources. Tne quickness and

effectiveness in disscnmination of fara informnation

is slsoc very important. Although there nave been

several studiss on the use of information sources by

farmers, only a few studics have highlighted the

credibility of information sourcs while ignoring the

underdevelopad and backward arcase It was, thereforc,

considered impurtant from the point of uffective

communication of information to faramers o investigate

the credibility farmers give to the existing sources

of information.  
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The present study aims at examining the

relationship between some personal and socizl

characteristics of the farmers and the credibility

attributed to selacted information sources. The

term 'personal characteristics' means here the

personal traits of an individual such as age, education,

size of land holding and social participation, which

effect the level of information gained by the farmer,

From the extension point of view, this study

will help the extension specialists, scientists and

extension workers along with content specialists

and producers of the various agricultural programmes

to be more effective in developing, adopting and

adjusting the various means and methods in communication

of agricultural technology to the farmers and nence

will help to plan a better commnication strategy

for different categories of farmers.

1.3 Assumptions of:the Study

This study is based on the following

assumptions.

L It is assumad that the differential

credibility of various sourcecs can be

studied through appropriate ressarch

techniques.  



 

2 It is assumed that the farmers attach

differential credibility to the various

sources of information,

l.,4 Limitations ofthe Study

1 The study has the limitation of a student

research projects,

The study is limited to only underdeveloped

areas; hence, generalizations deduced by

the present investigation, have limited

scope and are applicable to similar areas.

It is beyond the purview of the study to

know the actual degree of exposure of an

individual farmer to the various information

sources, because, the responses in respect

of meetings, visits and discussions with

various sources or op:Lnions, are based on and

depend upon past experiences,

The study is based on the self-perception

of the respondents and is, therefore, liable

to suffer from the biases of the respondents.

1.5 Definitions/Concepts Used in the Study

The majority of the correlates included

in the study were of qualitative nature and these

were difficult to be measured directly. To overcome  



 

this difficulty, three scales already available, were

used as such or with a little modification, and two

scales were developed specially for this studye. The

measures of different correlates used, have been

operationalized and explained in the discussion that

follows.

- Age

- Education

- Social participation

-~ Mass media exposure

- Utility

- Credibility

- Credibility of source

Operational Definitions

fge
It is the chronological age of the

respondent on the date of interview, expréssed in

terms of approximate years in whole numbers.

Education

It is formal instruction received by the

respondents in a school, college or any other institution.

Social Participation

e “Social participation means voluntary sharing

in person to person and group to group relations

beyond the immediate household"(Hay, 1951),



 

Mass Media Exposure

It refers to the regularity with which

the farmers read newspapers, farm magazine, listen

to radio and see educational films,

Utility
It is the usefulness of agro-informations

as felt by the rural farmers snd expressed in terms

of preferences and frequency of listening and reading

of various agricultural programmes (Moulik 1965).

Credibility

It is the degree of trustworthiness as

attached to various programmes by the respondents

at a given time (Moulik 1965).

CredibilityofSource
It is the degree of trustworthiness

accorded to a source by its audience at a given time

(Moulik 1965).

1.6 BSequence of Presentation
emew 

It starts with introduction which deals

with the importance, objectives, limitations, scope

and significance of the study. Second chapter

deals with 'Review of Literature'. The 'Research

) Methodology' has been discussed in  chapter III  



which is followed by ‘'Findings and Discussion' in

chapter IV. The concluding chapter relates with the

'Summaryand Conclusions' of the study.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this part of the research report, an attempt

has been made to present the review of literature which

has relevance to t his study. The main findings and

conclusions drawn from the pertinent studies, have been

presented under the following heads.

2.1 Source Credibility

Ao Personal Formal Sources and their
redibility

B. Personal Informal Sources and their
Credibility

C. Mass lMedia and their Credibility

2.2 Source Credibility and Persuation

2.3 Personal Characteristics and Source
Credibility

2.1 Source Credibility

 

A variety of names are used to indicate

eredibility by various authors. J4ristotle called it
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"Goodness", often called it sincerity, effectiveness,

confidence, imagej,status, prestige, etc. Horland, et

al. (1953) and Betting Haus (1968) termed this concept

as 'eredibility'. Source credibility is authenticity

and trustworthiness accorded to the source by the

receiver.

Hovland et al (1953) identified two

components of credibility as "Tpustworthiness" and

"expertness"e.

Bethinghaus (1968) suggested three

diniensions of source credibility vize. qualification,

safety and dynamisme

Following are the generalizations based

on the various research studies conducted in this field.

For the sake of convenience and clarity, generalizations

are fitted into three categories of sources as followsa

Ay Personal formal sources and their

credibility

Be Personal informal sources and their

credibility

Ce Mass media and their credibility

A, Personal Formal Sources and their Credibility

Singh and Shankaria (1968) and Singh (1971)

and Singh, N.P. and Prasad C. (1974) pointed out that

in progressive village personal formal sources like  
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subject matter specialists (University/IARI) and in

non-progressive village:personal informal sources like

progressive farmers, friends and relatives were accorded

high credibility. Demonstrations were ranked higher in

non-progressive villages. But in both the types of

villages, mass media,particularly the printed media,

were accorded under credibility than the personal sources.

Other studies like IIMNC (1968), Singh (1968),

Suse (1971), Chole and . Rahudkar (1978), which were
conducted irrespective of modernity of villages, had

the following generalized order of source credibility.

(1) Personal formal source

VLWs and scientists Highest
credibility

Block level oxtension Low credibility
agency

(ii) Personal informal sourccs

Progressive farmers Highest
and friends credibility

(1ii) Mass media

Radio Highest credibility

Printed media Low credibility

Neyspapers Lowest credibility

B. Personal Informal Sources and their Credibility

Credibility is the set of perccptions by

the receiver. Characteristics of a source like age,
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sex, or socio-economic status may affect the perceptions

that the receiver has and thus such characteristics

become relevant to the study of credibility.

Studies like that of Mgrton (1949) and

Hovland et al (1953), give the following generalizationse.

(i) Personal characteristics of sources

affect their credibilitye

(ii) Among the various personal

characteristics like age, ScX,

cducation, position of lcadership,

social status, occupation and

incomc level were identified so far,and

they affect source credibilitye

C. Mass Media and their C_l_'ggbilitx

Elliot (1937) found from a study of radio

programmes that those who are less educated, listened

most, remembered better and, therecforc, were best

listeners. He further concluded that the listenors

of radio with low education and low intelligence,

remember better what they hear than do the more educated

and more intelligent onese

Massachusetts State Extension Evaluation

Committee (1950) reported that the farmers with low

education level werc decpendent more on radio as compared

%o those having nigh level of education.

Crick (1955) noticed that the less educated  
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and less intelligent listened more and remembered better

what they heard on radio as compared to the more educated

and intelligent,

Krishna (1969) stated that cultivators, who

listened to farming programmes, were benefitted and

were convinced about the improved practices. A4 positive

assocliation between the adoption and listening to i

the 411 India Radio programmes was shown to be significant,

Saini (1970) reported that non-cultivators with

high level of education had better opinion, greater

utility and more faith in radio broadcasts. The level

of education of cultivators and non-cultivators was

an  important factor in using the radio broadcast and

developing a faith in it. Radio was considered a very

useful sourcec of information at all stages, cxcept the

final stages of adoption processe.

Schramme (1949) found that radio reached an

an audience, not as often reached by the other mass

media, consisting of less cultured,

Wilkening (1956) reported that various

information sources were used to obtain different types

of information, specially the mass media (radio, press)

was reported as source of "first information" about

innovation.  
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Lind Strom (1958) reported that mass media

was an influential source of information and found that

all the farm households in the community had become

aware of the new practices through the mass mediae

Those sources of information were used at the subsequent

stages of adoption, in which people had confidence,

namely, friends and relatives.

Lion Berger (1960) rcported that the

newspapers, farm journals, radio broadcast and friends

were used as a source of information for the farm

practices in the descending order of their usec. Radio

was found a supplier of information, primarily at the

avareness and interest stages of adoption process. In

a number of cases, it had legitimizing function which

was important at the evaluation, trial and final

adoption stagese.

Beal and Rogers (1960) reported that mass

media as a source of information was most important at

the awarcncss stage, and informal sources like friends,

village lenders and relatives were most important at

the application stage.

Kaul (1964) rcported that the radio set

kept at community centre was listened to regularly by

the farmers. Indeed, thec Panchayat Radio was very
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popular and the information received through radio

broadcasts made great impact at various stages of

adoption processe.

Dhillon (1968) reported that out of six

sources of information covered by the study, the Punjab

Agric;ltural University periodicals ranked first

which was followed by radio, friends, extension workers,

neighbours and newspapers in descending order.

The studies by Rahudkar (1962), Singh and

Pareek (1968), Mathur (1967), and Puri (1972) nave

clearly shown the dominance of interpersonal local

sources like progressive farmers and friends, in

communication of infoimation pertaining to the adoption

of agricultural technology,.

The findings of Sinha (1966) and Puri (1972)

show the significant role played by friends and family

members at the different stages of decision making.

These two studies have reported that other farmers,

family members and extension workers play major role

in initial stages while only family members are

consulted at the subsequent stages of decision making.

However, all the studies have shown very scanty mass

media use. Hoffer (1942), ‘w:l.lkening (1953) and

Anderson (1953) have found similar trends in the
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Western societies excepting that there is a frequent

use of written and spoken media in decision makinge

In a study conducted by Rogers (1962) in

Bakarwala like, in Columbian villages, mentioned the

prime importance of interpersonal channels at every

stage of decision making.

2.2 Source Credibility and Persuation

A few psychological studies conducted by

researchers like Haiman (1949), Hovland and Weiss

(1951), Jenis and King (1954) and studies conducted

in the field of agriculture by Rogers (1958), Mathur

et al. (1974), show a direct evidence of effect of

source credibility on persuasive efficiency of the

communication., Source perceived to be more credible

was more persuasive. There is a direct effect of

source credibility on persuasive efficiency of the

communication. This generalization also stands there

in t he light of relation of source credibility and

source use at evaluation stage. It was already

concluded in the preceding sectionbut personal sources

are given more credibility. Many studies like that of

Ryan and Gross (1943), Sharma (1966), Horul et al (1972),

suggest that only personal sources are used at

evaluation stage. This, therefore, indicates that

more credible sources are more effective and help  
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the receiver to take decision about use/non-use of an

innovation.

A good deal of research studies have tried

to find out relative credibility of various sources of

agricultural information. It seems to be a dominant

trend in the credibility research to compare credibility

pattern in progressive and non-progressive farmers.

Singh and Shankariah (1968) studied the

credibility of information source as judged by the

farmers and research workers with the help of paired

comparison technique and found that while research

workers rated formal personal sources, i.e, radio,

bulletins, folders and informal sources in order of

credibility, farmers have rated formal personal sources,

informal personal sources and mass media sources in

descending order of credibility scale.

2.3 Personal Characteristics and Source Credibility

Personal characteristics of source and

receiver cannot be analysed in isolation, but they are

closely in interaction while determining the credibility

of a source. Bettinghaus (1968) pointed out that the

influence the source possesses, depends upon relationship

between the source and the receiver. There are relatively

few fixed characteristics of any source that either
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increase or decrease its credibility and thus his

influence or persuasive efficiency. He hypothesised

that communicator may have significant influence or

persuation when he is seen as 'similar' to the

receiver. Similarity between source and receiver may

take any dimension. Attitudnal similarity, similarity

of age, sex and education may also be important,

Any of the characteristics that have been

looked at in detail may become important to the

credibility and outcome of the interaction between

source and receiver.,

Baker (1955), Copp and others (1957), Rahudkar

(1962), Rai (1964), Dhaliwal and Sohal (1964), Jha and -
Singh (1971) have reported an association between age,

soclo-cconomic status, educational level and use of

sources of information.



 

CHAPTER 11X

RESRARCH METHODOLOUGY

In this chapter, various methods snd

procedures used in this investigation ere explicateds

3.1 the
This study has been condusted in the

underdeveloped blocks of Ludhiana dlstrict. Priority to

this district was given keeping in view the easy

accessibility of the investigator % the respondenta.

The following eriteria were used to identify the

underdeveloped blocks.

1 Noneavailabillty of much of transportation

and educational facilitles,

8 Bet area with acute soil problens

3 Grop hazards due to floods

4 Low sociowgconcmic status of the pedple

8.2 Sawpling

1t was plammed to conduct this study in the

underdeveloped blocks of Ludhiana district. Accordingly,
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mus.umm.mmmummmu

this study. There ave 97, 202 and 194 villages in Sidhwan

Bet, Machhiwara and Mangat blocks, rospectivelys

(o)

Selestion

of

Villages

Selection of villages was done by randoa

sampling. fAandom sempling is chat sampling scheme in

which there are equal chances of selection for each

population unite

Out of the three blocks, five villages from

esch block were selected at randome Blockwise list of the

selected villages is given belov, ,

None of block Hanes of selected villages

et LB
i ilS
Haehhiwara m%m.

(b) Selection of iespondents

muocm.r-suaozm
mu

reandonly selected villages were propareds Again, from each

nmp,urm(mm—:or
mmmum

of their families), were selected at randone in this way,a st

ormmmpmm
mmwmm-m.
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In spite of five regular visits, the investigator was

unable to contact 20 faiuers. Hence, the data had to

be coliected from 100 raspondents,

 

3.3 Selection‘of Farin Information Sources

A list of possible informstion sources

frow which farmers get information on high yielding

varieties of mejor crops in Ludhians district, was

prepared by comnsulting the available literature,

Faculty members of tae Department of Extension

Zducation of the Punjab Ageicultural University were

also cousulted for preparing the list of the farm

informetion sources and tney wers also requested to

check out those sources of information from the list,

which are commonly used in the dissemination of

agricultural infowsmations to the farncrs, in the

wnderdevaloped arcas. In this study, 12 informstion

sources as statod below, were sclected for the

purposc of this study,

S.00, Information Ssource

Radio

Progrossive farmers

Ncowspapers

Village Levol Workoes

a
b

W
N

Farm bulletins/literature
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6 Demonstrations

7 Bxhibicions

3 Kisan Mcla/Diwas

9 PAU Scientists

10 Neighbours

11 Input Supplics Agencics

12 Fricnds

3.4 Selsouion ofIndepundentVarigbles
Faimmer as an individual, has h.s own

personality and there 18 a felt need to understand the

farmer's behaviour by putcing him in the framdework of

various types of detcrminants (systems and sub-systeins)

in which he participates. Barlier studies, whether in

India or abroad, have shown the influence of personal

characteristics of f:imers with regard to. thelr

extrovercy towards various sources of information

which they consider important. 8o, the independent

variables for the present study, were sclected on

the bssis of past reszarch studivs and were as follows.

Age

Education

Social participation

Size of land holdiag

Sxtcnsion contactsQ
D

W
N
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4.5 Measurement of Independent Variables

1. Age

Age was defined as the age of the respondent

on the date of interview rounded off to the nearest

year. The distribution of the respondents into various

age groups was done by cum 3/f method as under

S.lNo e Age group

1 Up to 27 years

2 28 - 48 years

3 Above 48 years

2. Education
Education was the level of literacy of the

respondents having a range from illiterate to educated

above matric. Education was one of the items on the

socio-economic status scale (rural) developed by

Trivedi and Pareek (1964). The information about

education was asked from the respondents on the

following categories, for which relative weights as

mentioned against each category were assigned.

S.No. Educational level Weightage

1 TIlliterate T

2 Ist to Vth standard 2

3 VIth standard to matric 3

4  Above matric 4

(e
The distribution of respondents into =~ categories
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was done by cum 3/f method as follows.

Category §gg£g

Low 3

Medium 2 to 3

: High o

3+ Bocial Participation

According to Hay (1951) "Social participation"

means sharing in person to person and group to group

relations beyond the immediate household. The scoring

procedure followed to measure social participation of

the respondents is as unders.

 

Memburshig Points

No membership 0

Membership of one organization 1

Membership of two organizations 2

3Office bearer of an organization

The distribution of farmers into different

categories according to social participation was done

on the basis of scores as suggested by the author of

the scale.

Category Range of score

Low x

Mediwn 2

High 3 and above
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4, Size of Holding

It referred to the number of acres the

farmers operates. The farmors who were interuzwsdf

were distributed into three categories of size of

holding worked out by cum. 3/Ffmethod as follows.

Category Farm size

Small Up to 13 acres

Medium 14-40 acres

Large Above 40 acres

5. Bxtension Contacts

The number of contacts made by the farmer

during the year 1979 with the extension agencies to

get farm information.

According to frequency of contacts with the

different agro-information sources, arbitrary scores

were allotted to each of the respondents as unders.

 

Frequency of contact Scorc

Meet often 3

Know by name 2

Know by face g

3.6 BSelection of Methods for Measurin Credibilit
of Selected Sources of Information

Through review of literature and consultation
L

with faculty4:€g¥ee methods of measuring source credibility



were selected as follows.

€ Ranking method for measuring credibility

2 Rating method of measuring credibility

3 Method of most-least credibility index

4 Method of paired comparison

Scoring Procedures Followed

1. Renking Method

. In the ranking method, each respondent was given a

list of the six sources =nd was asked to rank them from 1 to 6,

that he thought most eredible for getting information about

improved methods of cultivation regarding high yielding varieties

of major crops of the area, namely wheat and rice. Sources of

6,5,4,3,2, and 1 were assigned to those sources which got some

rank, The total score so obtained by a source on account of all

sources was averaged.

2. Rating Method

In the case of rating method, responses were recorded

on a four-point scale for each information source. The points

on the scale being excellent, good, fair and poor to whom

weights of 4,3,2 and 1 were assigned respectively. In this way,

the total score for each source was worked out.

3. Most-Least Credibility Index Method

In the case of most-least credibility index, each

respondent was asked to indicate only the most and the least

credible source out of 12 informstion sources. The relative

credibility index was worked out with the following formula.
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Relative credibi = 100e credl lity :i;xdex 7 X -

where
X = Number of persons who believed a source most

credible

Number of persons who believed a source least
credible

4

N = ©Total number of persons in the sample

4. Method of Paired Comparison Tecihnigue ;

~ According to Gilford (1958), in the method of Paired

Comparison Techmique, all stimuli to be evaluated on a

psychological scale are typically presented to the observer in

2ll possible pailrs. His judgements are in two calegories and

guessing is required. The response of observer is ostensibly

a comparative judgement. The same observer may judge all pairs

a large number of times on different occasions. The results

are computed by obtaining F, P and Z matrices.

3.7 Developing the Interview Schedule

The review of relsvant literature brought out a wide

variety of personal characteristics pertaining to adoption of

agricultural technology and the credibility assigned to various

sources of information. Questions of almost all types and

nature, as were appropriate to the type of infomation required,

were constructed and asked.

The interview schedule was divided into two major

parts which focussed the personal characteristics of the farmers

and the credibility assigned to the selected sources of

information at various stages of adoption of agricultural

technology.

.8 Collection of Data

The data were collected personally at the
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farn/housc of the individual respondents with the help

of a structured interview schedule.

3.9 Statistical Analysis

The statistical measures used in this study

were arithnatic mean, range, standard deviation, zero-order

correlation, test of significance and cum. 3/f method,

Measures of Variability

The following measures of variability were

used to anal yse the data

 

Range = Xmax. - Xnin. 2
3 9 (x4)

Standard deviation = / = X = ™q

Corrclation

Coefficient of correlation (r) is the statistics

which measures the relationship between the variablese.

The following formula was used for calculating the

relationship between the credibility effectiveness of

sources of information and the various independent

variables
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where

Coefficient of correlation between x and y

Number of observations

Independent variable being correlated

K
K

=2
B~

I

Dependent variable being correlated

Test of Significance

The significance of r was tested with

Fisher's 'r' table.



CHAPTBR 1V

FINDINGS ANy DISCUSSION

Tae information gathered by employing

available as well as self-constructed measuring

instrusents to study the communication credibility

assigned to the selected sources of information, by the

farmers, has been presented under the following main

headings :

1 sxtent to which various information sources

are used at various stages of adoption of

the package of practices of major crops :

A Infornation sow ces used at awareness

stage

B Information sources used at taial

stage

C Information sources used at adoption .,

stage

Tl Source credibility of selected sources of

information
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T Correlates of level of information gained

and some personal characteristics of the

farmers,

The findings in respect of the above are

presented in the following pages ¢

4.1 Bxtent to which Selected Information Sourcos

ave Uscd at Various Stages ol Adoption of the

ggékagb of Practices of Mgigr Crops

A, Informatlon Sources at Awarenasg_gfiggg

For this, the farmers were asked to

ment iontw sources from which they get

information about the new agricultural technology

out of twelve sourccs of information. Depending

upon their prefercnces accordcd, the sources mentioned

by each farmer were scored by using rating method of

measuring credibility. The scores so obtained arc

given in Tablc 1.

Tablc 1. Sources of information used at awarcness

 

 

stage

Source Scores obtained Rank

Kisan Mela 200 i

Progressive farners 151 11

Radio 130 111  
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progressive farmers were also consulted at this

stags, which got third rank,

C. Information Sources Used at Adoption Stage
 

For this, the faruers wsre asked to

nention first two sources which they generally consult

about the adoption of new agricultural technology.

Depending upon their prefursnces accorded, the sourcss

nentioned by cach farmer wer: scorcd by using rating

fethod of easuring credibility. The scorcs so

obtained aru given in Table 3.

Table 3. Information sourccs uscd at adoption stage

 
o—
 

 

Source Scorus obtained Hank

Progressive faracrs 329 I

Fara litorature 196 3L

Newspaper 181 AB

 - v

This is evident from Tabl: 3 that most

of the farucrs consulted progressive faruors for th

adoption of agricultural technology and thus, this

sourcc got first rank.s Quitc a large nuaber of then

went for farm literature and newspapers which got

the sucond and third ranks rcspuctivaoly.
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4,2 Source erg}g}}lgy of Sel:cted Sources of
Information

To see the source credibility, the farmers

were asked Lo mention the sources from which they got

maximum and minimum information, Tne relative

credibility index of different sources of information

was worked out by using the Most-Least Index dethod

of Measuriig Credibility. Relative Credibility Index,

such obtained by various sources of information from

which the farmers got maximum and minimum information,

is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Relative credibility index of sources of
information by the most-least index
method of measuring credibility

 
—

 

 

 

 

Most liked source R.Col.

Progr;ssivu f;:;;;;:‘ 27 A

Least 1;;;:‘;;;;00 ‘&-AhC.I.

Neighbours 0.0GZQ—‘ i i
- .e———oo-P

Progressive farmers («CI = 27), followed

by radio (RCI = 25) and Kisan Mela (RCI = 17) are the

most liked sources of agro-information in their order

of preference, wheress neighbours (RCI = 0.0625),

input supply agencies ( RCI = 0.0625) and exhibitions

(RCI = 0,099) are the least liked sources of information.



 

4.3 Corelates of Level of Information Gained and

Some PersonalChneracberistics ofthe Farmers

As stated in chapter III, five personal

characteristics viz. age, education, extvension

contacts, social participation and farm size were

selected for the purpose of this study. To examine

thne consistency of the individual relationships

betwsen the dependent vaviables, zero-ovder correlation

coefficients ('r' values) were calculated and tested

for their stetistical significance.

Tsble 5. Corvslation cosfficicnt betwoen level of

information and some personal

characteristics of the farmers

o — eeyo - - ——

 

Independent variable fp! value

Ag: 0.142'8

Social participation 06295%%

Educational level 0.531%%

Bxtension contacts CoB813%+

Faprm size 0.018%8

. —————————— —
 

¥ Significent ot 1lp luovel
18 Non-significant

Discussion 3

The major findings of this study with

regand to use of sclected sources of iuformation in

the adoption of agricultural tecnnology, pertaining
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to the majox crops in the underdeveloped blocks of

Ludhiana district, have been discussed as follows :

1. Bxtent to which Various Selected Information

Sources are Used at Varlous Stages of Adoption

Beooo Se=

of the Packngo of Practlce, for Major Crops

A. Information Sources Used at Awareness Stags

The sources of information used at the

awarcness stage of adoption came out to be Kisan

Mela, progressive farmers and 1adlo, rospectively.

This study is partially in agreement with the studics

done by wogers (1958); beal and Rogers (1959);

Rogers and Burdge (1961) and Rogurs and Leuthold

(1962), who found that, as awareness stage of

adoption process depends considerably upon impsrsonal

gources of information, thersfore, adopters hed to

depend mainly upon tine ‘cosmopolite sourcces due

to non-availability of personal sources of information.

According to the presont study, farmers lay emphasis

on the progressive farmers, other then redio in ords?®

to get first information about improved agricul tural

technology whi.ch may be due to the eosmopolite nature

of the progussive farmsrs and their interpersonal

relationships botween the faemers of the community.

Progressive fariacrs may also be importent in Indian

situstions because the arca is thickly populat.d as

comparcd to other countrics of tho world. Morcover,  
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most of the researches in this area have been done

abroad, where size of land holdings is quite large

and the farmers cannot visit each other quite

frequently except on a few occasions.

Information Sources Used at Trial Stage

As far as the trial stage is concerned, the

data revealed that the farmers used to visit those

sources of information which were more or less easily

available and could guide them well., They preferred

VLWs, PAU scientists and the progressive farmers and

the others sought information from the VLWs and the

progressive farmers.

Information Sources Used at Adoption Stage

The sources of information used at the

adoption stage of package of practices of major

crops came out to be progressive farmers, farm

literature and newspapesrs respectively. 1t was

obsarved that the farmers with large size of land

holdings liked farm literature and newspapers compared

with farmers having mcdium and small size of operational

holdings, who sought information from ths progressive

farmers, in the adoption of package of practices of

major crops. The support for these findings came from

Carter and William (1959); Hogers and Beal (1960)3

and Hruschka (1961). 1t may be due to the cosmopolite  
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outlook of the progressive farmers, that the other

farmers came to consult them rather then getting

information from other sources of information.

Source Credib;}ity of the Selected Sources of

Information

The findings of the present study

indicate that the progressive farmers, radio and

Kisan Mela are the most liked sources of farm

information and can be termed as the major sources of

information. But the neighbours, extension agents and

exhibitions were the least liked sowr ces and can be

termed as minor sources of information (Table 4).

Neighbours are always ignorved to get farm

information. This may bc due to the day-to-day

jealousy. Then came the input supply agencies.

Exhibitions were mostly neld without proper

pre-planning and without the involvement of village

peopla, that is why The farmers did hot like them

much. Morecover, tho displays normally are made just

for the visiting dignitaries. Also, the various

input supply agencies, cngaged in displays normally

do not possess good and up-to-date display materials

and what is exhibited is not properly shown and

explained to the farmers.

According to the prescnt study, the most  
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credible information sources for the dissemination

of agricultural informations, is progressive farmers,

although, almost equal credibility has been assigned

to the radio, depending upon the overall performance.

People like progressive farmers because of their

cosmopolite outlook. Radio is also preferred as it

is in government sector and cannot disseminate wrong

agricultural information. Radio got the second place

because the timings for two of the radio programmes

(morning and evening programmes), are not suitable to

the farmers due to their engagement in the farm

operations at these timings.

A few of the farmers liked Kisan Mela also

and stressed it to be one of the important sources

which help in dissemination of agricultural information.

Kisan Mela/Divas, which got the third place in the

present study is organized twice a year, by the

Punjab Agricultural University, in the months of

March and September respectively.

Through this study, progressive farmers

have been proved to be the important disseminators

of agricultural information, which may be due to the

reason that the blocks under study are quite close to

the Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana and the

progressive farmers visited PAU scientists quite



frequently for getting agricultural information,

Correlates of Level of Information Gained and Some
PersonalCnaracteristics of the Farmers

It is observed that the source credibility

with respect to farmers' level of getting information

in respect of agricultural technology is significantly

correlated with extension contacts, educational level

and social participation, and have a positive correlation

with all of them. The level of information gained by

the farmers is correlated with extension contacts

(r = 0,813) and is significant at 1% level.

BEducational level ( r = 0.531) and social participation

(r = 0.,295) are also correlated and both are significant

at 1 per cent level.

Relationship of farm size with level of

information gained pertaining to agricultural technology

was quite weak ( r = 0,018)and was non-significant.

Age also did not show any significant relationship

( r=0.141),

A, Age and Level of Information Gained

Age has not shown any significant relationship

with the level of information gained among the farmers

under investigation. Thne findings of this study are

in agreement with John (1934 and 1943) who stated that
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the age of the farmers was not a serious barrier to

the adoption of new practices. Tnis may be due to

the reason that irrespective of age, the farmers

are equally exposed to all sources of information.

Similarly, Coleman (1951) Bohlen (1956); Corp (1957)

and rahudkar (1958) did not find any significant

relationship between age and sources of information

used in the adoption. However, Lionberger (1955);

Copp et al (1958); Rao and raheja (1959) and Sawney
(1961) stated that there was a definite and negative

association of age with adoption. Therefore, these

findings remain inconclusive,

B.

BEducationandLevel

of

InformationGained

The findings of the present study bear

out that education of the farmers had a significant

and positive relationship with the extent of information

gained for the adoption of agricultural technology

and are supported by the findings of Hoffer (1942);

Gross (1943); Bose (1961); Sawney (1961) and

Dhaliwal (1963).

C. Extension Contacts and Level of Information Gained

As per the findings of the study, the

extension contacts have a significant and positive

relationship with the e xtent of adoption of farm

practices among the farmers under investigation,
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This is in agreement with the studies by Wilkening

(1952), . Lionberger and Coughenour (1957), Copp

(1957) and 1958) and Dhaliwal (1963) who stated that

contacts with formal and informal agencies are

significantly related with the adoption of practices.

Here, the results do not favour Grewal (1965) who

stated that the extent of adoption is not related with

the extension contacts.

D. Social Participation and Level of Information Gained

The association between. sources of

information used for the adoption of package of

practices of major crops and participation in village

organizations, has been found positive and significant.

No doubt, the present study was conducted in the

underdeveloped areas where there is non-availability

of much of educational facilities, village people

liked to participate in some social organizations and

societies. This study is in agreement with the studies

by Hoffer (1942); Gross (1949); Copp (1957 and 1958);

Bose (1961) and Sawney (1961). They observed that

‘social participation is significantly associated with

the farm information sources in the adoption of

agricultural practices. However, Copp (1956) noticed

no relationship between social participation and

adoption,
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B, Farm Size and Level of Information Gained

According to the present study, farm size

has a non-significant relationship with the extent

of adoption of improved farm prectices. The findings

of this study are supported by Rao and laheja (1959)

who found that size of operational holding of the

cultivator did not differ significantly in changing

the attitude of the cultivators towards the improved

farming practices. However, Copp (1928) Hoffer (1942),

Vanden Ban (1957) and Dhaliwal (1963) found that farm

size have significant relationship with the adoption

of practices, Tnerefore, these findings remain

inconclusive.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The concept of Indian agriculture as a

'way of life' has undergone a profound change in the

recent years, indeed, during the last decade, it has

passed from phase of subsistence farming to a progressive

and modern one, This change is a result of many

factors - interrelated and interacting in which

information communication has been playing an invisible,

yet indispensible role. Modernization of India lies

in the development of her millions of rural people

whose chief means of livelihood is agriculture. Any

amount of efforts made to develop these teaming millions

is worthwhile. But the success of national programmes

for agricultural transformgtion depends mainly upon

the quick dissemination of farm innovations in an

intelligent and compatible manner, among the farmers.

There is a need for a credible, trustworthy and

prestigious medium of communication which is effective

not only in drawing attention and creating awareness,
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but also in developing interest through well planned

messages treated and presented in variety of ways in

the adoption of agricultural technology.

Adoption is a continuous and time consuming

process, and involves decision making at its various

stages, viz., awareness, interest and adoption. Tae

present study, therefore, was an attempt to measure

the communication credibility of some selected farm

information sources (considered as important) in the

adoption of agricultural technology in the underdeveloped

areas of Ludhiana District at the various stages of

adoption of agricultural technology, with the following

specific objectives.,

4 To determine the extent to which knowledge

regarding the package of practices of major

crops is being disseminated by selected

sources of information, in thneir adoption.

a To assess the credibility of selected

sources of information commonly used to

disseminate farm information.

3 To determine the relationship between some

personal characteristics of the farmers

affecting the level of information gained.

It was planned to conduct this study in



  

the underdeveloped areas of Ludhiana District.

Accordingly, Sidhwan Bet, Machhiwara and Mangat blocks

were selected for this study. Out of these blocks,

5 villages from each block were selected at random.

Again, from each village, 8 farmers were selected at

random. In all, 100 farmers were inverviewed. 4 list

of possible information sources from which the farmers

usually get the information on high yielding varieties

of major crops, was prepared with the help of ABEO's,

VLW's, and extension speclalists of PAU, Postgraduate

students also extended hands in the selection of

information sources, commonly used in the dissemination

of agro-information. In this way, 12 information sources

were sclected.

Larlier,studies, whether in India or

overseas, have shown the influence of personal

characteristics of the farmers with regard to their

extrovercy toward various sources of information,

which they consider important. So, the independent

variables for the present study were selecped on the

basis of past research studies. Tne independent

variables selected for this study were age, education,

farm size, social participation and extension contacts.

Socio~economic Status Scale (Rural) developed by

Trivedi and Pareek (1969) was used as an instrument

LAEREE
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for farm size, social participation and education.

For measuring the independent variables, the

distribution of respondents into various groups was

done by cum. 3 _/ F  method.

From a review of literature and faculty

discussions, three methods of measuring source

‘eredibility were selected. . They were ranking,

rating and most-least credibility index method for

measuring the credibility. Scoring procedures

followed in these methods is discussed in chapter IIL

(Research Methodology)e.

For the collection of data, interview

schedule was prepared. Questions of almost all

types and nature as werc appropriatc to the type of

information rcquired, were constructed and asked.

The data werc collected personally at the farm/hous<

of the individusl respondent.

The statistical moasures used in this

study were arithmatic mcan, standard dcviation,

rangc, zero-order corrclation, test of significance

and cum 3

_/

Fmothod., Percuntages wore also used

for making simplc comparisons. Fow methods of

measuring credibility, woere also uscd.

Information Sources at_Awercnoss Stage

For this, the farmers were asked to mention
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the source from which they get first information

about the agricultural technology. Depending upon

the preferences accorded, iiisan Mela, progressive

farming and radio got first, second and third places

with scores of 200, 151 and 130 respectively.

Information Sources at Trial Stage

After becoming aware of the new innovations,

the farmers werc asked to mention the two information

sources from which they get further information in

respect of of agricultural technology. Their

preforences went to VLWs, PAU scientists and then to

progressive farmers with 74, 72 and 42 scores

respectively. The available data rceveal that VLWs

and PAU scicntists are cqually good at trial stage of

adoption.

Information Sources at Adoption Stagc

When the farmers have an attitude to

adopt new innovations, they prefer to get information

from that source which not only cncourages and guides

them, but also ensurcs then the sucecss in adopting

that innovation. Depending upon the willingness of

the respondents, progressive farmers, farn literature

and ncighbours got 1, 2 #nd 3 place with scores of

329, 196 and 165 respectively.  



Source Credibility

To see the source credibility the farmers

were asked . to mention the sources from which they

get maximum and minimun information. The sources

whichthe farmers liked nost are progressive faruers,

radio and Kisan Mela, and the: . least liked sources

were  extension agencies and exhibitions/

denonstrations in their level of importance.and overall

performance in the adoption of agricultu.ral technologye.

When asked to rank the various sources

of information depending upon their overall performance,

Kisan Mela, progressive faruners, radio, farm literature,

newspaper and VLWs werc ranked as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

with scores of 88, 67, 51, 26, 14 and 10 respectively.

Correlates of Level of Information Gained and

2 C

As far as the personal characteristics of

the farmers are concerned, in a couputed zero-order

correlation analysis, education, social participation

and extension contacts were found to be significantly

correlated with the commnication behaviour of the

farmers for rcceiving agro-information. Agec and fara

size did not show any relationship with coaaunication

behaviour of the faruers in the adoption of

agricultural technologye.
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Implications of the Study

The findings of the study are helpful in

planning the new agricultural communication strategy

in the following ways ¢

BEven auong 12 sources, only six sources

viz. Kisan Mela, progressive farners, radio, faru

literature, village level workers and PAU scientists

are being extensively used. In case of others,

exposure is linmitod.

This study has clearly shown the dominance

of interpersonal local sources likc progressive farmcrs

and village levcl workers, in communication of

information pertaining to major crops of the arca, and

in the process of its ultimate adoption.

According to the present findings, the

farmers need to refer to some eredible information

sourcgs during differcitt stages of adoption even in

the absence of change agent. Special guidance may be

impartcd to the opinion lcaders of the village.

Training camps may be organized properly

by involving the block staff as wcll as progressive

faruers. Dictation of notecs can be avoided but stress

way be laid on more participatory methods, while giving

some demonstrations or training.  
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This study strongly argues for the

importance of interpersonal communication in the

flow of agricultural information in an underdeveloped

Indian village. The rcason for this may be assigned

not only to the lack of channels and media of

communication, but also to the distinct advantages of

interpersonal communication, particularly at the

adoption stage, over other sources of information.

Its importance nay be explaincd in terms of two way

oxchange of ideas, influence on behaviour and greater

accessibility and credibility.

While planning to bring about any desired

change in the farning community in the underdevcloped

areas, the village level workers should keep in nind

the personal characteristics of the farners viz.

social participation, agc 2nd education in order

that thoy are tuned accordingly to make the best usc

of information sources at differont stages of

adoption process. Morcover, hc should provide adcquate

stinulus to the farmers to cncourage neaningful

interprctation which will be reflected finally in

the quality of rcsponsce.

Farncrs with traits likc social participation,

cducation and extension contacts arec cxposed to larger

nuwiber of sources. So, if they arc to be reached only
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few sourccs can be used. But, if faraers with

other traits are to be inforned, the nontioned six

sources of infornation can serve the purpose.

The cxposurc of thesc fariicrs, whose

conuunication behaviour is low, have to b: increascd

by cxposing thci to those sources and those traits,

to which they arc less cexposed.

12 464S
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To get further information, which source did you like
the most ?

Nggg_grc practicc Informetion source consulted

1,

2e

3.

4.

Which practice did you really follow 2

 

Name of practice Area under Total arca
that practic: under that

Crop

l.

2'

3.

4.

Plcase rank information sources lik: farn litcrature,rodio, progressive farmers, ncwspaper, VLWs, KisanMcla/Divas, PAU Sciecntists, Extcnsion 4geaciss, Fricndsctc. depending upon their usefulnass,

Plcasc tick (/) the following sourccs of infornationdepending upon the level of iuformation they provides:



Source Levsl of informption
Very Much Fair  Notat all
much

1, Radio

2, Progressive
farner

3+ Kisan Mels/Diwas

4, PAU Scientists

5. Farm Literatuw. e

6, Extension
Agencies

7. Friends

8. Neighbours

Please mentvion the information source you like most

 

Reason = _____ iARs o

  

Please mention the information source you dislike the
most,

  — TWo

Y

o

Reason B s ee

T hanks

 


